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Inventory Control Ideas:
Floor-mounted Labels
In the warehouse, there are many instances where it is
more efficient to scan a barcode affixed directly to the
item location (bin), rather than the individual item. In these
instances, some companies find it easy to use a floormounted label.
The warehouse staff simply
scan the barcode on the
floor as they process the
transactions. The barcode is
easy to locate and won’t be
damaged from wear and tear.
This particular floor-mounted
label is a peel & stick
aluminum base - with the
ability to change out the barcodes as needed; making it
easy to update the bin/item barcodes without replacing the
entire floor mount.

Pricing Update: Customizations
In order to better serve our resellers, we’ve improved our
method of pricing ACCU-DART customizations. In lieu of
charging for customizations by the hour, we now will be
providing quotes on a project by project basis. We will also
begin charging support for customizations.
If you have any questions, or would like more information
on customizing ACCU-DART for your clients, please feel
free to contact us at sales@accu-dart.com.

We were happy to participate
in the TPAC Shootout on
Warehouse Management.
It gave resellers a good
opportunity to learn more about the third-party products
and how they stack up against each other. What a
wonderful chance to show how ACCU-DART can improve
inventory accuracy!
We thank everyone who came out to participate in this
important annual conference.

We’re Here to Help!
We understand that our resellers need as much support
as possible to find new prospects and maintain current
clients. What can we do to help you?
We are here to assist our resellers in numerous ways,
including:
Web Demos - we offer web demos for you and your
ACCU-DART prospects, as well as to help train you
and your staff. Please contact justin@accu-dart.com to
schedule a demo.
ACCU-DART Support - We offer 24/7 Technical Support
for ACCU-DART Emergencies. Simply call 888-324-7877
and dial 3 for support. If calling after hours and requiring
immediate assistance, follow the instructions to page our
on-call staff.
Marketing Materials - Have our marketing materials
customized to promote your business! Resellers can
order any of our pieces, including: feature sheets, price
lists, case studies, articles, and more, and have them
customized with their logo and contact information. Please
contact barb@accu-dart.com for more information.
Do you have any recommendations for what we could do
to make selling ACCU-DART easier? Please feel free to
contact us.

